Reflection questions:


What do you believe about Jesus?



How does what you believe make a difference to the way you relate to
others?



How does it affect your view of the world and where we are heading?



How might you live in the light of eternity?

10:30 Music Group Annual Report March 2015*
Once again a huge thank you to all the musicians, singers, worship leaders, sound techs and
data projectionists, who step up so willingly and loyally at the 10:30 Service.
We thank Marianne Brosnahan for her services to the data projection and hope some new
people will step up to help Margaret Martin and Bruce Lyons who have carried a huge load
recently.
2014 had big musical inputs from Owen Haring and Caroline Askin. However, this year has
seen them move on to the Cathedral and Australia respectively and we wish them well.
We are grateful Antonio Sardella spent a second year as Youth and Music Intern, and for his
contribution leading 10:30 and All Age services. We appreciate his administration and musical
skills. He has agreed to continue to help us, even though he is pursuing training in a new field.
Welcome Jean Palmer to our team and congratulations on being ordained. Many thanks to
John Palmer, who has spent an enormous amount of time setting up and loading songs for the
new Easy Worship programme, and who organised the music for the final hour of the church’s
last prayer day.
Youth Band enthusiastically provided the music in the All Age Services, especially near Christmas last year. We have begun to practice again in 2015, with new member Tobias Young on
vocals.
It has been pleasing to see some of the Youth Band feel confident enough to move into the
adult groups and we thank Amy Krammer, Lucy and Tristan Summerfield, Alex Ward, and Kay
Thomson and Hamish Thomson for this. Please keep encouraging them.
We are grateful to the sound team Bruce Thomson, James Brosnahan and Anne Askin who
rose to the challenge of the new sound system, installed in 2014. Two 2-hour continuous
Praise Parties were held that year in the church, while the sound team fine tuned.
Jonathan Brosnahan is now attending on Wednesday night practices, so we can practice again
with the mics, and hopefully improve our listening and vocal skills, and general musicality.
Recently Richard Rendle from Christchurch ran music workshops in our church for Anglican
churches in the top of the South Island on contemporary church music. Those who attended
appreciated the easy manner Richard was able to impart knowledge, the encouragement, and
the learning gained.
We are always on the lookout for extra musicians and singers, data projectionists and sound
technicians, so if God is tapping you on the shoulder please let someone know.
Shirley Jackson—10.30am Music Group Leader
*Omitted from AGM Papers in error.

